Science and Technology

Bubble-Mania

Fun with Words:
Jokes & Poems

Jokes
Why did the bubbles cross the road?
Their Pop was waiting on the other side.
What did the bubble say after meeting a pin?
I get your point.

What’s a bubbles favorite snack?
A pop-sicle.
What did the bubble say to the kite?
Blowing my way?

Bubble-Mania

What did the bubble say to the North Wind?
Nothing, he was just blown away.

What did one bubble say to the other bubble?
My Pop is bigger than your pop.
Why don’t bubbles go to the movies?
The pop corn always gets to them.
Where do bubbles like to shop?
A mom and pop store
What do you call a train with bubble gum on it?
A chew-chew train.

BUBBLES
Bubbles, bubbles, large and small sailing through the air.
I reach out to catch one
And POP it isn't there.
From http://www.childstoryhour.com/bubblefun5.htm
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Poems

BUBBLE TROUBLE
When I'm blowing a bubble, it's always a sphere.
With a dipper that's square, rounded bubbles appear.
With a three-sided dipper, I still get round bubbles.
Blowing bubbly cubes is giving me troubles!
From http://www.childstoryhour.com/bubblefun5.htm

ODE TO A BUBBLE
Bubbles, bubbles all around Both big and small ones to be found!
Some offer fun and tricks for you,
While others have their jobs to do!
The bubbles that you blow up high
Can catch a breeze and almost fly!
With bubble tricks you'll be the best
And show your skills to all the rest!
Detergent bubbles can get mean
To get your clothes and dishes clean.
Their power comes from plants or oil They do their job to bust your soil!
It's true that bubbles can be fun
But then, when all their work is done
It's down the drain to meet their fate
And Poof! They just evaporate!
From http://www.childstoryhour.com/bubblefun.htm

